
Stamped Designs Halloween Creations Class 

 
 
Boo To You Card 
Copic markers used: Face/Hand YG01/E00/BV000, Broom E57, YR23/24/27, Dress T9, Sock 
stripes R05, Hat band – YG25 

1. Color the witch with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of your choice.  
Trim the shoe to the size shown and attach to the foot.  Trim out the black glitter hat 
from the larger piece.  Color the silver glitter band with the YG25 (or any green alcohol 
marker) – trim out and attach to the black glitter hat.  Attach the glitter hat to the witch. 

2. Attach the green stripes to the black piece as shown with wet glue – trimming any 
excess off the sides.  Layer to the orange base card.  Layer the white words to the black 
shadow piece with wet glue. 

3. Attach the witch and the words as shown with foam squares. 
 
Ghosts Card 

1. Assemble the ghosts.  For the eyes and nose, adhere a piece of regular tape on the back 
side of the pieces with the adhesive facing the front of the piece.  Carefully put the black 
cut-outs into the holes – it will adhere to the tape.  You can also put a small piece of 
black cardstock behind the eyes and nose.  Attach the BOO letters to the banner piece 
with wet glue, then attach to the larger ghost as shown. 

2. Layer the green piece to the black piece, then attach the orange stamped circle to the 
piece as shown.  Apply adhesive to the back of the piece, then wrap the purple ribbon 
bow as shown, adhering in the back.  Layer to the base card. 

3. Attach the ghosts and words piece as shown with foam squares. 
 
Village Happy Halloween Card 
Copic marker used: T9 (bat on words piece) 

1. Color the bat on the orange words piece with a black marker, the attach the piece to the 
white oval with wet glue. 

2. Trim off pieces of the yellow strip to place behind the windows in the village piece.  
When complete, attach to the purple card with wet glue.  Trim off any excess on the 
sides. Layer to the green card. 
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3. Attach the words piece as shown with wet glue. 


